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DESCRIPTION
Field Service Engineer needed for a Plant/Agricultural Business in Dublin, Ireland.
- Basic Salary up to 40,000 Euro Depending on Experience.
- Fully Sign Written and Racked Van.
- Relocation Opportunity!
Are you experienced in heavy vehicle mechanics with additional engineering skills? Are you
able to repair heavy vehicles and the machinery that inhabits them i.e. hydraulics, moving
floors, mechanical components? Are you based near Dublin, or might you want a new life
there?
The Role and Requirements:
- This is a mobile role so you will be happy to be out on the road all day, staying near location
overnight as required. You will be required to leave early/late and will be remunerated
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accordingly.
- You will be living in/around Dublin and covering the whole of Ireland as well as Northern
Ireland.
- Qualifications in automotive mechanics and/or engineering are required, as is experience in
both aspects of the role.
- You will be repairing vehicles including, but not limited to, mobile shredding trucks and
forestry chippers so experience with similar commercial and plant vehicles is essential.
- Knowledge of hydraulics, 12/24V electrics, welding, fabrication, and basic paint touch-ups is
required.
- You will manage spare parts within the van and the depot alongside a long-serving sales
consultant.
What the Successful Candidate will get:
- A chance to escape the static workshop and spend time travelling through Ireland and
Northern Ireland to perform your job.
- A rewarding career with variety in the jobs and locations where you will be working.
- A competitive remuneration package.
- A place in a busy, expanding company looking to grow its workforce and operational capacity.
Roles are being filled fast in the current market so please get in touch quickly with applications
and queries.
To apply please send your current CV quoting Field Service Engineer, 95623, or for more details
call Sam Butcher at Perfect Placement.
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